MicroRNAs are important regulators of gene expression, achieved by binding to the gene to be regulated. Even with modern high-throughput technologies, it is laborious and expensive to detect all possible microRNA targets. For this reason, several computational microRNA-target prediction tools have been developed, each with its own strengths and limitations. Integration of different tools has been a successful approach to minimize the shortcomings of individual databases. Here, we present mirDIP v4.1, providing nearly 152 million human microRNAtarget predictions, which were collected across 30 different resources. We also introduce an integrative score, which was statistically inferred from the obtained predictions, and was assigned to each unique microRNA-target interaction to provide a unified measure of confidence. We demonstrate that integrating predictions across multiple resources does not cumulate prediction bias toward biological processes or pathways. mirDIP v4.1 is freely available at http://ophid.utoronto.ca/mirDIP/.
INTRODUCTION
MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are conserved short non-coding RNAs that serve as post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression (1) . miRNAs exert their function in concert with associated proteins of the Argonaute family (AGO) (2) . The complex can recognize target mRNAs through seed sequences complementary (partially or completely) to the miRNA, with the 5 terminus of the miRNA and the 3'UTR of the target mRNA most frequently involved (3) . The binding results in accelerated mRNA degradation, translational repression, mRNA deadenylation or mRNA destabilization (2) , and can interfere with translation initiation, repress translation elongation and termination, or recruit cofactors involved in protein degradation and sequestration (4) .
This gives miRNAs the capacity to regulate most proteincoding transcripts (5) . miRNAs are involved in diverse biological processes, including development, cell growth and metabolism (2) . Growing evidence implicates miRNAs as key players in major human pathologies, including cancer (6) , autoimmune diseases (7) and mental disorders (8) .
Accurate identification of miRNA target genes has been a focus of computational biology for many years. Its importance motivated the development of a wide variety of computational resources dedicated to predict which genes are targeted by particular miRNAs. Since 2006, about 60 such resources have been published, according to OMICtools (https://omictools.com/). Individual resources differ in methodologies they use, ranging from assessment of evolutionary conservation of the putative miRNA binding sites, to machine learning classification algorithms.
With growing numbers of miRNA target prediction resources emerged the need for their integration. One of the earliest attempts to address this was the microRNA Data Integration Portal (mirDIP) (9), comprising 9.5 million predictions obtained from seven different resources. Since its release, mirDIP acquired over 13 500 unique users from 86 countries (GoogleAnalytics, September 2017).
Here we present the newest version of the mirDIP database, comprising almost 152 million human miRNAtarget predictions obtained from 30 independent resources. In contrast to its previous versions, mirDIP now provides an integrative score assigned to each unique miRNA-target interaction, statistically inferred using the predictions obtained from individual resources. We show that the integrative score provides more accurate predictions than those obtained from any of the individual resources we integrated.
A typical pipeline of miRNA research involves selection of miRNAs of interest (e.g. deregulated miRNAs), followed by identification of their targets using miRNA-prediction tools and subsequent pathway (or other) enrichment analysis performed to examine biological function associated with those miRNAs and their targets. MiRNA-target predictions tend to identify targets belonging to specific biological processes or pathways, which is referred to as prediction bias (10, 11) . Thus, a major challenge associated with miRNA-target prediction is to avoid or diminish these biases. Reducing bias is of special importance when integrating diverse predictions, as it may potentially lead to bias cumulation. We demonstrate that combining the predictions across methodologies using our integrative score causes no bias cumulation.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Acquisition of the miRNA-target prediction data
We summarized the miRNA-target prediction resources that provide original predictions on human miRNA-target associations, and were published or updated between the years 2006 and 2017 (this also includes resources originally published before 2006, but updated after 2006). We considered only resources whose predictions are evaluated by any type of quantitative measure, representing resourcesubjective confidence assigned to a given prediction (e.g. binding energy, statistical significance, etc.). Predictions from the individual resources were either retrieved from the website, supplementary materials of the corresponding publication, or generated de novo by executing the prediction algorithm locally.
Some resources provide multiple prediction sets, obtained by applying distinct methodologies, or using different parameterization of the underlying algorithms. In these cases, all the available prediction sets were pre-processed, normalized and benchmarked separately. However, as described later, for each of the resources, we eventually retained only the dataset which provided the most accurate predictions.
Resources whose predictions couldn't be retrieved from their websites were disregarded. Similarly, algorithms whose installation or execution failed, as well as those whose runtime was unreasonably protracted (expected runtime > 90 days), were not included. For more details on data acquisition, see Supplementary Materials.
Processing and standardization of the miRNA-target prediction datasets
All the prediction sets were first preprocessed to be converted into a common format, that is, each entry comprised a gene symbol and miRNA name constituting the predicted interaction, followed by the measure quantifying resourcesubjective confidence in the given prediction (e.g. binding energy, statistical significance or some type of score) as obtained from the given resource.
For each prediction set, we then performed standardization of the gene symbols and miRNA names with respect to the most current nomenclatures. Gene symbols were standardized according to Hugo Gene Nomenclature Committee (HGNC) (April 2017), using R package HGNChelper v.0.3.5. miRNA names were standardized according to miRBase v.21, using R package miRNAmeConverter v.1.4.0 (12).
When gene symbol standardization yielded more than one standard symbol from the original symbol, the original entry was replaced by multiple entries with the same prediction score. No miRNA names yielded duplicate standards. If standardization failed because no matching standard symbol or miRNA name was found, the entry was removed.
Normalization of the miRNA-target predictions
For each prediction set, we ranked all the predictions by assigning a value r from the interval 0, 1 , where 0 was assigned to the most confident prediction from the given dataset, and 1 was assigned to the least confident prediction in the given dataset. Here we denote r ij as rank of the j-th miRNA-target pair, as obtained from the i-th resource.
Some of the prediction sets contained multiple predictions for the identical miRNA-target pair, often predicted with varying confidence. This redundancy typically originates from the fact that most of the genes contain multiple putative miRNA binding sites within their 3'UTR. Therefore, resources that evaluate each of the potential binding sites separately may generate redundant predictions.
In particular, mRNAs can act as competing endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) (or miRNA sponges or decoys) to prevent miRNAs from binding to their authentic targets, achieving a fine level of miRNA regulation (13) . ceRNAs are supposed to be more effective when containing a higher amount of miRNA binding sequences (14) , to achieve a stronger effect in the finely tuned equilibrium of molecules in a cell.
In order to mitigate the effect of multiple binding sites in a target, in each dataset, we replaced all the redundant predictions by a single prediction whose rank was calculated as a product of the three lowest ranks of the individual predictions (corresponding to the three most confident predictions). This way, we eliminated the effect of ceRNAs, yet we keep favoring genes containing multiple binding sites, as more likely targets of the given miRNA.
Benchmarking of the miRNA-target predictions
Depending on the underlying methodology, individual resources quantify confidence of their predictions by various measures. These may include binding energy, measure of evolutionary conservation, statistical measures such as Pvalue, or more abstract quantities resulting from the method applied. Here we aimed at mapping the separate measures into a universal measure, allowing direct quantitative comparison of the confidence with which the individual resources predict given interaction.
This was done by applying an approach similar (yet substantially adjusted) to one previously used by Junge et al. (15) . First, each dataset was reduced to a subset comprising only miRNA-target pairs composed of miRNAs or genes (or both) covered by the experimentally validated interactions from the benchmarking dataset (described later). In other words, any miRNA-target pair where the miRNA and gene are both absent among the benchmarking dataset was excluded. A window of size r = 0.05, was slid down from r = 0 to r = 1 − r, with step size ␦r = 0.01. For each prediction set, all predictions whose rank fell into the window were selected, and precision was calculated, defined as a number of predicted miRNA-gene pairs present in the benchmarking dataset (true positives) relative to the total number of predictions selected. The resulting precision was assigned to the median rank calculated across the selected predictions.
For each prediction set we thus obtained a set of ranks and associated precisions, as calculated with respect to the benchmarking dataset. Ranks and associated precisions were log-transformed and their relationship was fitted by the quadratic function, imposing the rank as an independent variable. The resulting function, specific for each prediction set, was then applied to interpolate the precision of all the predictions from the given prediction set. The obtained values we refer to as confidence scores, and we denote s ij as a confidence score of the j-th miRNA-target pair, obtained from the i-th resource.
When multiple sets of predictions were retrieved from the given resource, we considered only the most precise set (evaluated by geometric mean of the resulting confidence scores) while the remaining prediction sets were disregarded. This way, we reduced total number of prediction sets to 30, matching the number of resources.
To provide a more intuitive rating of the individual predictions, we categorized them into 4 distinct confidence classes, labeled as 'very high', 'high', 'medium' and 'low' confidence, corresponding to ranks among top 1%, top 5% (excluding top 1%), top 1/3 (excluding top 5%) and remaining predictions, according to their confidence score.
Calculation of the integrative score
Finally, the integrative score (S) assigned to each miRNAtarget interaction, was derived by applying noisy-or model using confidence scores (which by nature are statistical precisions) from the predictions obtained across all the datasets predicting a given interaction.
where, s ij denotes confidence score of the j-th miRNAtarget interaction obtained from the i-th resource, with the product taken across all the resources predicting the given interaction.
Collection of experimentally validated miRNA-target interactions
We collated two sets of experimentally validated miRNAgene interactions, obtained from TarBase v.7.0 (16) and NPinter v.3.0 (17) . miRNA names and gene symbols were standardized as described above. We considered only miRNA-target interactions supported by wet-lab experimental evidence, excluding interactions supported by only computational results. Finally, we divided the collated data into benchmarking and validation set. For the validation set we selected all the miRNA-target interactions supported by at least one reporter assay, while for the benchmarking dataset we considered all the remaining interactions if supported by at least two independent experiments. For more details about experimental evidence types, please see Supplementary Material. The resulting benchmarking dataset contains 59 105 unique interactions between 7292 unique genes and 828 unique miRNAs; the validation set contains 1359 unique interactions between 762 unique genes and 259 unique miRNAs.
Validation of the miRNA-target predictions
There are two main challenges associated with proper evaluation of accuracy of the miRNA-target prediction resources. The first challenge stems from the lack of sufficient number of true negatives, i.e. interactions that we know do not occur under normal conditions. This lack prevents the use of standard measures for predictive performance evaluation, such as statistical accuracy, or area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. Although some authors rely on negative evidence provided by curated resources such as TarBase v.7.0 (16), we believe that the negative evidence may be circumstantial, affected by the various experimental factors, and should be perceived as absence of evidence, but not as evidence of absence.
Another major challenge stems from the fact that some of the resources provide predictions that were filtered by the authors, while others provide the full set of predictions obtained. Consequently, predictive performance of the individual resources cannot be compared by simply assessing prediction sets in their fullest extent, since in this way, obtained results will likely be biased, favoring predictions that were pre-filtered by authors.
To address these challenges, we developed the following approach for assessing the predictive performance of the the individual resources. We first defined the set of values H, taken from the interval 10 3 ; 10 6 with exponential sampling (step size equal to 0.25). For each resource and for each h ∈ H, we then selected subset of top h predictions according to their rank, and calculated the balanced F-score (also known as F 1 -score) (18, 19) with respect to the validation dataset. The maximum F-scores obtained across H, served as a measure quantifying the best achievable predictive performance of the given resource (analogous to optimized accuracy of the binary classification). We also use area under the curve delineated by the F i (h) dependence, as a measure quantifying overall predictive capacity of the given resource.
Evaluation of overlaps between predictions from the individual resources
To evaluate the overlap between predictions obtained from any two resources, we used Jaccard index, calculated across subset of top h predictions from each of these two resources, according to their rank. Value of h was selected from previously defined set of values H, in order to maximize the resulting Jaccard index.
Evaluation of prediction bias of the individual resources
For each resource, we took a subset comprising the top 4 predictions, from which we extracted the list of miRNAs involved. We then randomly picked 10 unique miRNAs, and from the selected predictions we extracted the list of their target genes. Using functions enrichGO and enrichKEGG from the Bioconductor package clustProfiler v.3.4.4 (20), we calculated significance of overrepresentation (enrichment) of the extracted genes across biological processes as defined by Gene Ontology (GO) and biological pathways as defined by KEGG. For each resource we repeated the above steps 10 3 times, each time starting with an independent random pick of the 10 unique miRNAs. The bias of the given resource toward biological processes was measured by the total number of processes which were found to be significantly enriched (P < 0.01) more than 10 times (0.01 × 1000). Analogously, we quantified the bias of the resources toward biological pathways.
RESULTS
Characteristics of the mirDIP data collection
We summarized 75 resources providing computational predictions on human miRNA-target interactions (see Table 1 ). Although individual resources differ largely by the methods they employ for predictions, we recognized seven basic features that can characterize individual approaches. These include: (i) assessment of evolutionary conservation of putative binding region; (ii) target sequence analysis--referring to methods considering explicit properties of putative binding region, such as miRNA sequence complementarity, G-C content, accessibility to RISC complex, etc.; (iii) calculation of binding energy between miRNA and its putative target sequence; (iv) use of miRNA/mRNA expression profiles; (v) use of crosslinking immunoprecipitation (CLIP) data; (vi) use of machine learning methods; (vii) integrativeness--use of prior predictions obtained from other miRNA-target prediction tools.
From 75 resources we reviewed, we selected 30, from which we were able to retrieve 45 different sets of predictions. Each of the prediction sets was first pre-processed, then standardized, normalized and finally benchmarked. As described in the 'Materials and Methods' section, we then reduced the number of prediction sets to 30, so for each resource we retained only the set giving the most precise predictions. In total we compiled 151 869 821 predictions for 48 657 133 unique miRNA-target interactions, comprising 2586 unique miRNAs and 27 667 unique genes. The total number of predictions from the individual resources along the number of miRNAs and genes covered are summarized in Table 2 .
We investigated the overlap of predictions across individual resources. We found that individual resources overlap only mildly, as even the greatest overlap detected (BCmicroTargetRank), results in a Jaccard index equal to only 0.3, and its average is only 0.06 (Supplementary Figure 1) . Clustering the resources using the Jaccard distance (1-Jaccard index) shows that even resources using very similar methodologies (as characterized by seven selected features) differ substantially. This low overlap indicates that miRNAtarget predictions are heavily dependent on the underlying data used by the given methodology, its parametrization, or other details, and stresses the need for integrative approaches such as the one we present here. We benchmarked all predictions by assigning a score and quantifying the confidence of the given prediction with respect to currently available experimental evidence. The assigned confidence score allows direct quantitative comparison of the predictions across resources. To provide more intuitive rating of the prediction confidence, predictions were subsequently categorized into four classes (referred to as 'confidence classes'), according to the assigned confidence score. Comparison of individual resources in terms of the frequency of predictions of the given confidence class (Supplementary Figure 2 ) revealed that methodologies relying solely on target sequence properties and binding energy (e.g., BiTargeting, RNAhybrid and RNA22), yield less confident predictions compared to more advanced tools. By statistical inference, we then derived an integrative score assigned to each miRNA-target interaction, based on the individual predictions obtained across the resources. The resulting integrative score approximates a power-law distribution (Supplementary Figure 3) , with mean 0.05 and median 0.02. Similarly, the number of predictions obtained for a given miRNA-target interaction across the resources approximates a power-law distribution (Supplementary Figure 2) , with mean 3.1 and median 2.
Validation and assessment of the prediction bias
Next, we validated predictions obtained from individual resources against the collated experimental evidence. To do this, we used F-score as a measure of prediction performance, calculated across h top-ranked predictions from the given resource, where h was increasing exponentially from 10 3 to 10 6 . For each resource we recorded the maximum Fscore achieved along the h and the area under the resulting F-score dependence. Resulting F-scores were compared to the ones obtained from the predictions, as derived from mirDIP integrative score.
Resulting maximum F-scores as well as the area under the F-score curves (Figure 1) show that predictions derived from the integrative score (mirDIP) are more accurate compared to predictions from other resources we integrated here. Interestingly, some resources such as PicTar, or GenMir++ ranked among the top performing tools, as measured by maximum F-score, but ranked among the worst according to area under F-score curve. This is because these resources provide accurate predictions, but only for a small subset of genes and miRNAs.
We then examined the prediction bias of the individual resources, along the bias of the predictions derived from the integrative score (mirDIP). For each resource, we separately evaluated the bias toward GO biological processes and KEGG pathways, quantified as total number of falsely enriched processes and pathways, respectively (Figure 2) . We did not keep record of which particular processes/pathways are subject to bias from individual resources. For each resource, we then calculated overall bias, as a sum of the two biases. Using linear regression we delineated a trend line to show dependence between resource predictive capacity and bias (log10-transformed).
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mirDIP description
We identified two major use-cases for computational miRNA-target predictions. The first identifies downstream gene targets (or upstream miRNA regulators) of selected miRNAs (or genes of interest). This mode is used to generate hypotheses and prioritize miRNAs or genes for further functional studies. The second is to provide confirmation of the miRNA-gene associations derived from prior experiments. mirDIP v4.1 was designed to facilitate these two tasks, functioning in two distinct modes, which we refer to as 'unidirectional' and 'bidirectional' search, provided as separate tabs at http://ophid.utoronto.ca/mirDIP/.
Unidirectional mode:. In the unidirectional mode, the user is required to specify either miRNAs or genes of interest. mirDIP will search for all the predictions involving the input miRNAs, or input genes. The search is conducted as an exact, case sensitive string match, requiring precise miRNA names or gene symbols to be entered. The search can be restricted to only interactions whose integrative score exceeds the user-specified threshold. Results consist of target gene symbols, their uniprot IDs, miRNA names, integrated score, number of independent predictions supporting given interactions, and score class. Results are ordered by integrative score and can be downloaded either as a comma-or tabseparated file. In the unidirectional mode, mirDIP allows results to be summarized in a wide format in the miRNAgene matrix tab, where miRNA-gene interactions are represented by an adjacency matrix, the input miRNAs/genes Nucleic Acids Research, 2018, Vol. 46 , Database issue D367 being its columns, and resulting interaction partners being its rows.
Bidirectional mode:. In the bidirectional mode, mirDIP requires the user to specify both miRNAs and genes. mirDIP will search for all the predictions associating any of the input miRNAs with any of the input genes. The search can be restricted to interactions confirmed by at least k number of predictions, where k can be any value from 1 to 30, with 1 as default value. Similarly, the search can be restricted by confidence class, where 'Very high confidence' is set as default.
The resulting output is a table listing the standardized target gene symbols, their uniprot IDs, standardized upstream miRNA names, non-standardized gene symbols and miRNA names as originally obtained from the given resource, rank with which the given interaction was predicted by the given resource, name of the resource from which the given prediction was obtained, confidence score and confidence class. Results are ordered by gene symbols and miRNA names and can be downloaded either as a commaor tab-separated file.
In the unidirectional mode mirDIP utilizes the integrative score to provide prioritization of the potential target genes or upstream miRNAs--which, as we showed, is more accurate than the use of any of the resources alone. In the bidirectional mode, mirDIP provides the summary of the computational predictions of interactions between the given miRNAs and genes, across 30 different resources.
All the underlying data are available for download as a flat file in a tab-delimited format.
Working example
To demonstrate mirDIP workflow, we used the unidirectional search, under 'very high confidence' filter, to identify targets of the let-7 miRNA family (results obtained, along with the list of the input miRNAs, are provided in Supplementary Data 1). Let-7 was one of the first miRNAs discovered in Caenorhabditis elegans and its members are highly conserved across various species (92) . Their role has been well studied in the context of development and of several cancer types (93) .
For further analyses, we considered only the top 10 targets for each miRNA. As we found, YY1 is targeted by 3 out of 5 -3p miRNAs; DUSP1, ARIDB3, MAP4K3 are common targets of 7 out of 9 -5p miRNAs, BACH1 is a common target of 8 out of 9 -5p miRNAs and BZW1, COL1A2, HMGA2 and LRIG2 are common targets of all -5p miRNAs (Figure 3) . Interestingly, COL1A2, HMGA2, ARIDB3, MAP4K3 and BACH1 have been extensively validated as targets of let-7 family members (94) (95) (96) (97) (98) (99) (100) (101) .
As BZW1 is the top target for seven miRNAs, a researcher might be interested in how the predictions for pairs let-7x-5p-BZW1 are distributed across sources. For this reason we performed a bidirectional search applying 'very high confidence' filter (results of which are provided in Supplementary Data 2).
Biological validation of this finding is beyond the scope of this paper, but it is evident that the integration and prioritization performed in mirDIP highlight targets that are well supported by the literature. (Table 3) , mirDIP integrates more than twice as many prediction tools than miRror and over 60 million more predictions than miRGate, the two largest integrative resources according to the number of integrated tools and predictions, respectively. mirDIP supports the two most frequent miRNA-related workflows. The first is to summarize currently available predictions that support hypothesized interactions between specified lists of genes and miRNAs (bidirectional search). The second is to identify plausible miRNA targets, or gene's miRNA regulators (unidirectional search).
mirDIP utilizes the integrated score to prioritize predicted interactions of the input miRNAs/genes. The integrated score was statistically inferred from resource specific measures of prediction confidence. As we have shown here, mirDIP's integrated score provides more accurate predictions (as measured by F-score) of miRNA-target interactions than those obtained from the individual resources. Among the integrative resources, only miRror and RAIN provide integrative scores similar to mirDIP. In contrast to mirDIP, miRror does not provide one-to-one miRNAtarget predictions and does not allow their bulk download, preventing any comparison with mirDIP. RAIN provides an integrative score that was inferred from benchmarked scores obtained from predictions across various resources using a similar methodology as used in mirDIP. However, RAIN's integrative score is heavily affected by integration of experimental data and curated literature, making it unsuitable for comparison with mirDIP's integrative score, which is derived solely from computational predictions.
MiRNA-target predictions tend to be biased toward certain biological processes and pathways (10, 11) . Since the integration of the predictions may lead to bias cumulation, we inspected the bias of the individual resources along the bias of predictions derived from the integrative score. Importantly, predictions derived from the integrative score are not overly biased; instead they provide a better trade-off between bias and prediction accuracy than most of the resources we tested.
Individual prediction resources approach the problem of miRNA-target prediction on different level of details. Similarly, resources summarizing miRNA-target experimental evidence typically report only the respective target molecules, without specifying the precise binding location (depending on the experimental type, this is specially applicable to luciferase reporter assay and other lowthroughput techniques). In order to integrate large number of prediction resources, and to utilize available experimental evidence, we had to restrict mirDIP to report only about miRNA target molecules, but not their target sites.
Currently, mirDIP requires inputs to be an exact match to the standardized miRNA names and gene symbols within the database. Due to the heterogeneity of nomenclature, users may need to use non-standard terms; thus, we plan to provide a more advanced search, considering previous names/symbols, synonyms, as well as alternative identifiers, such as miRBase accession numbers, uniprot gene IDs, etc.
We also intend to introduce tissue-specificity into miRNAtarget predictions and extend mirDIP into a platform allowing the generation of de novo predictions for newly discovered miRNAs. Altogether, mirDIP v4.1 provides a comprehensive, reliable and user-friendly resource for miRNA-target predictions, suitable for a wide range of users, even with minimal statistical or computational experience.
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